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RBH SOUND LAUNCHES NEW ENTRY-LEVEL IN-CEILING SPEAKER 
 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA – CEDIA EXPO 2011 – SOUND ROOM 17 – September 8-10, 2011 - 
RBH Sound this week introduced to CEDIA Expo attendees the A-605, the company’s newest 

addition to its Architectural Series in-ceiling lineup. 

 

Designed to meet the rigorous demands of everyday use while maintaining a very competitive price 

point, the A-605 in-ceiling speaker combines the proven performance of a 6.5-inch poly graphite cone 

woofer with a .88-inch silk-dome tweeter. “Due to pressure from our competition and our dealer’s 

requests, we’re very excited to be able to introduce the A-605 here at CEDIA,” said Western Regional 

Sales Manager Jared Edwards. “With the A-605, we’re introducing a superior product at a very 

competitive price point, giving our dealers the edge they need and deserve.”  

 

RBH Sound claims the A-605 can conservatively handle 80 Watts of power, and the speaker’s micro-

perforated aluminum grille can be painted to coordinate with any décor. The A-605 is covered by RBH 

Sound’s 25-year in-wall and in-ceiling warranty which, at the speaker’s price point, is noteworthy. The 

A-605’s size is consistent with eight other in-ceiling models which fit the company’s popular NCB-6R 

new construction bracket; this prevents their dealers from having to stock multiple brackets while 

allowing their dealer’s clients the ability to easily upgrade once the brackets are installed. 

 

The A-605 is priced at $149/pair, and they are scheduled to ship at the end of this month. 

 
About RBH Sound 

A Utah-based company, RBH Sound is privately owned and operated by the founder of the company, Roger B. 

Hassing. Since 1976, Mr. Hassing and his staff have been designing, engineering and crafting high performance 
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speakers and custom audio products, delivering superior acoustic reproduction at sensible prices. To locate a 

dealer near you, please visit www.rbhsound.com. 

 

For more information on RBH Sound, please call (800) 543-2205 or visit www.rbhsound.com. 
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